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Interdisciplinary approach through art

Name of the Teacher: Amal Krishna Paul
Name of the Project: Interdisciplinary approach through art
Inspiration: Nature
Student Grade: 1-6

Project Brief: I have integrated various subjects to explore my art lesson in
a multi-disciplinary process. I explored diverse artistic languages through
different medium with my students to give them an interdisciplinary
perspective on art through the lesson. Students will learn to explore their
artistic vision by understanding different strategies and methods. I try to
make my lesson plan according to the need and the age of the students and
also I make sure that I am able to come to observation and imagination level
of the student’s. So I start my lesson by understanding their personal skills
and help them to develop their own special form and style in art. Therefore,
I aim to explore in depth each subject through art lessons, such as
environmental study, science, Literature, sociology, etc. In my exploration I
also add natural elements and recycled materials to create the art work.
Student -teacher collaboration actually creates a vibrant class room where
they can learn a lot from their collaborative effort. It’s always experiential
learning beyond the academic level. Students will develop their own
concepts and ideas through integrated and multidisciplinary creative
process. I work with different age groups of 6 to 14 including special need
children. It is also an experimental approach toward art lesson to implement
various methodologies in the classroom.

Objectives:
 To develop their personal skills in art
 To explore the artistic vision.
 To develop a wider perspective on various subjects
 To understand how to use different medium and materials in their art

form.
 To enhance the imagination and observation level by looking nature, and

creating various stories by developing different composition in art.
 To learn how to exhibit their art work.

Medium and Methods
 Mix Media
 Acrylic
 Water color and poster color.
 Natural materials (Stone, clay, News Paper, tissue paper, fevicol etc,

Recycled materials.)
Outputs are:
 Students will be able to develop various skills
 Experiential learning
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 Theoretical and practically they develop their understanding about the
specific subject

 Developed deep understanding of act firm
 Fine motor skills
 Cognitive developed
 Developing the perspective about things beyond the academics
 Develop the confidence level

These are the recent projects that we have explored:

1. Runaway Chapati

The Runaway Chapati was an in disciplinary approach between EVS
theme ”Food" and English literature through the medium of Art. It is the
tale about two chapatis' escape from various pursuers and their eventual
demise between the jaws of 2 pigs. The moral of the story is that you should
not trust anyone without consideration.

2. Patte hi patte
In an attempt to an interdisciplinary approach, Hindi chapter "Patte hi patte"
in grade 1 was linked with visual arts. Children saw the different varieties of
leaves and observed few leaves minutely. They then drew those leaves and
gave fine details to it with colours. After drawing, children made different
types of leaves with clay and with help of tools gave fine detailing like veins
and pores.
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3. Home and Shelter
Under the theme of home and shelter, children where learning about kuccha
and pucca house. They also learn about brick making process and they job a
mason does.
To bring these learnings alive and to give them a real life experience,
children were explained about the firing of clay. Children made their own
little bricks and skillfully laid them one over the other making miniature
house. They used ice cream sticks to give support to their windows and
doors. Children joined their houses and arranged them to make a model city.
They even painted and decorated their house. It was indeed a true hands on
learning experience
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4. Layers of Soil
Students understood the different layers of soil by creating 3d model using
poster colors and cardboard sheet and also model draw on the A4 paper
using transparent water colors. They also swathe live model using a glass
frame and actual soil and rocks. The process helped them understand how
they layers of soil are distinctive and why are they the color they are.


